3 Sounds of -ed Sort

Directions: Sort the word cards on the mats by the sound -ed makes at the end of the word. Record the words on the following worksheet. This can be done whole group as a pocket chart activity or as a center activity.
-ed
says
d
- ed
says
t
-ed says ed

Envelope label for -ed cards

3 Sounds of -ed Cards
waved

shined

smiled

begged

grinned

baked

hiked

clipped
3 Sounds of -ed

Directions: Sort the word cards on the mats. Write the words in the correct spaces below.

- ed says /d/  
  _______________________
  _______________________
  _______________________
  _______________________

- ed says /t/  
  _______________________
  _______________________
  _______________________
  _______________________

- ed says /ed/  
  _______________________
  _______________________
  _______________________
  _______________________